
Slut Life by Slut Life Anon

New Edition, v.3.0.3-SFW
"i know this is weird coming from the /cyoag/ but this feels like a lot of effort for a fetish."
   >>/tg/41019900
Changelog on last page.

Congratulations! You are now a contestant on the popular television game show "Slut Life." For the next year, you will
be living in an apartment provided by us together with the other contestants. All your actions will be monitored and
broadcasted constantly to a universal audience. At the end of the year, you can choose from a list of rewards. Breaking
any rules will result in the instant revocation of your reward.

As part of the show, you will be transported to another planet for the duration of your stay. Instead of the normal 24
hour days you're used to, each day on this planet lasts for 32 hours. While this may seem tiring at first, your body will
adjust rather quickly. After you're done, you can either stay here or go back to Earth.

To begin, choose a difficulty from the table below. Certain options reward you with more credits to use (denoted with a
'+' character). Sub-options (indented/different bullet) require their parent option (costs/bonuses are additive). You can
purchase multiple sub-options on the same level unless otherwise stated. Options denoted with a superscript dagger
('†') can be taken multiple times. Make sure to pay attention to restrictions/requirements (red) and general information
(orange). Notes (blue) are "background" information.

Check out my other CYOAs, as well as the NSFW images version and old versions of Slut Life here:
https://mega.nz/#F!AYwlHJBK!xVrJUD4PSAJACtDY3g_Lgw (http://bit.ly/slanon)

Choose a difficulty:

Easy 40 credits

Medium 20 credits

Hard 0 credits

Slave to the Show -150 credits

Anon Must Die -200 credits, min. 3 owners, min. 5 punishments, max. 1 job

Choose an origin:

None You're just some random person. No bonuses

Lucky You won the lottery. Speedrun can be taken for -10 credits

Royalty You're the first in line to the throne in a faraway land.
Half off all single options that cost -100
credits or more, excluding rewards

Terminal You have some sort of terminal illness. +10 bonus credits for new body

Criminal You were involved in a high profile crime.
All experimental drugs can be taken for
free (must take at least one)

Popular You're someone popular.
Model,  Idol,  Stripper,  Escort,  Prostitute,
and Pornstar give double credits

Oldfag You've played the game before.
Two single options that cost -50 credits or
more  can  be  taken  for  free,  excluding
rewards

Family
You  and  your  family  are  just  looking  for  some
wholesome fun.

Significant other with Life partner can be
taken  for  free  (must  have  at  least  two
other  non-neighbor  other  contestant
roommates younger than you)

VIP
You're  someone  important  (or  related  to  someone
important).

Any  money  recieved  at  the  end  of  the
show will be doubled

Reincarnation You died.
Five  single  body  mod  options  can  be
taken for free (excluding Android, which
can be taken for -100 credits)



Body Modification
The options you choose here are final if your starting age is 18 or you take Infinite telomeres/Hourglass. If your
starting age is 10 - 17, you will start at a "reduced" version and "grow into" what you chose.
Hyperfertile vaginas have a 100% pregnancy rate among the same species parents, a 20% chance of being impregnated
by a father of a different species (half-human species are considered the same species genetically), and do not respond
to chemical contraceptives.
Each penis has its own set of testicles, however they can be removed if you don't want them. Embedded testicles
overrides testicle size. Girth refers to diameter, in this case.
Genitals determine sex: male is penis only, female is vagina only, futanari/hermaphrodite is both vagina and penis. If
you look/act female but have a penis, you are considered a trap and can override non-male-only restrictions.
For age, height, penis size/girth, and hair length, choose a specific size/number, not the entire range.

As part of the show, you will be given a completely new body for +40 credits. Alternatively, you can elect to keep your
current body for +20 credits; ignore the rest of this section if you choose to do so.

Age 10 - 18 19 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 41 - 45 46 - 50 51 - 80

Height 2'5" - 3'5" 3'6" - 4'5" 4'6" - 5' 5'1" - 5'5" 5'6" - 6' 6'1" - 6'5" 6'6" - 7' 7'1" - 10'

Face Handsome Manly Boyish Androgynous Girly Womanly Beautiful Bimbo

Chest Flat A-cup B-cup C-cup D-cup E-cup F-cup > F-cup

Ass Flat Petite Normal Apple Bubble Badonk Wide Double wide

Genitals Penis Sexless Nonfertile vagina Fertile vagina

Penis size 1" - 3" 3.1" - 6" 6.1" - 10" 10.1" - 16"

Penis girth 0.25" - 0.75" 0.76" - 0.99" 1" - 1.5" 1.6" - 3"

Testicle size Half size Normal size 1.5x size Double size

Hair length 0" - 6" 6.1" - 1' 1'1" - 2' 2'2" - 4'

Hair color Black, Brown Redhead, Blonde Other natural colors Unnatural colors

Eye color Black, Brown Blue, Green Other natural colors Unnatural colors

Skin color Pale, White Olive Brown Unnatural colors

Body types Skinny Athletic Average Chubby

Voice Masculine Feminine Childish None

Pick as many as you wish:

Add penis† (-5 credits) - Extra penises start at 5" length/0.8" girth. Cannot be bought if you are sexless.

Add testicles† (-5 credits) - Extra pairs of testicles start at normal size. Requires at least one penis.

Add breasts† (-5 credits) - Extra pairs of breasts start at B-cup.

Hyperfertile vagina (+10 credits) - Your vagina will be "upgraded" to a hyperfertile version. Requires a  fertile
vagina.

Hormones (-1 credit) - You will receive hormone treatment to make your body more feminine physically.

Hair removal (-1 credit) - We'll permanently remove any hair on your body that you don't want.

Masochist (-3 credits) - You now feel pleasure from pain.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Extreme masochist (+2 credits) - You still feel the pain, causing your brain to become "confused."

Manual control (-2 credits) - You can choose whether or not you feel pleasure from pain.

Cum connoisseur (+1 credit) - You love the taste of semen. Not only do you find it to be delicious, but it acts as a
mild aphrodisiac on your body, which will wear off after about an hour.

Sensitive body (+1 credit) - Your entire body is now extra sensitive.

Erogenous body (+3 credits) - Your entire body is now an erogenous zone.

Selective (-3 credits) - You can choose what parts of your body are erogenous zones.

Right moment (-1 credit) - Your body's erogenous zones will only be "active" when you're horny.

Amputee† (+15 credits) - You can choose any of your four limbs to have cut off permanently. Gain an additional
+10 credits for both arms and +30 credits for all four limbs (for a total of +100 credits). Extra limbs (more than four)
gained through Complete change do not award extra points. Cannot be taken with Detachable limbs or Android.

Accessible  (-10  credits)  -  Your  living  space  will  be  modified  to  make  it  more  accessible  to  you.  Requires
Apartment or higher.



Prosthetics (-20 credits) - We will provide state-of-the-art artificial limbs for you for all of your limbs that were cut
off after the show.

Magic hair (-1 credit) - Your body will maintain a constant length for your hair (on your head).

Refractory period (-1 credit) - You no longer have to deal with a refractory period.

Menstruation control (-1 credit) - You no longer have to deal with menstruation or its effects.

Gag reflex (-1 credit) - Your gag reflex is removed.

Flexible holes (-1 credit) - Makes all of your holes much more flexible then they would be naturally. Also increases
natural lubrication.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Tight fit (+2 credits) - You can accomodate almost anything, but always just barely. Every time will feel like the
first.

Easy fit (-2 credits) - You can accomodate anything with ease. Sit back and enjoy the ride.

Open cervix (-1 credit) - Your womb can be entered with little effort. Requires a vagina.

Fuckable nipples (-1 credit) - You can now have nipple sex.

Tattoo† (0 credits) - Add a tattoo anywhere on your body. Gives +1 credit for "lewd" tattoos (e.g. a dick).

Piercing† (0 credits) - Add a piercing anywhere on your body. Gives +1 credit for piercings in the following "lewd"
locations: tongue, navel, nipples, clit, septum, vagina, penis(es).

Symbol-shaped pupils (-1 credit) - Change the shape of your pupils to whatever you want.

Indicator (-1 credits) - Your pupils will only change shape when you're horny.

Heterochromia (-1 credit) - Select two eye colors (one for each eye) instead of one.

Tentacle dick (-2 credits) - Your penis(es) will be turned into prehensile tentacles. Requires at least one penis.

Elastic tongue (-2 credits) - You can now extend your tongue up to 12 inches outside of your mouth.

Always perky (-1 credit) - You no longer need to wear a bra.

Zinc supplements (-1 credit) - Doubles your natural semen production. Requires at least one penis.

Lactation (-1 credit) - Your body will be modified to make your breasts produce milk. Requires at least one set of
A-cup or larger breasts.

High-output breast milk (-2 credits) - Doubles your natural breast milk production.

Easy drainage (-2 credits) - Your body now has a much higher volume when discharging fluids. You won't feel
drained unless your body produces an unusually high amount of that fluid for some reason.

Reloader  (-2 credits)  -  After each orgasm, your body dramatically increases fluid production for a short  time,
making successive loads bigger instead of smaller.

Easy pregnancy (-3 credits) - Makes your pregnancies much more bearable. Requires a fertile vagina.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Pleasurable pregnancy (-2 credits) - During your pregnancy, your orgasms will be stronger and you will become
more lustful. Giving birth will almost certainly cause you to climax several times.

Preferred size (-2 credits) - Your belly will stop swelling after between 6-9 months (your choice).

Fast pregnancy (-10 credits) - Increases the speed of pregnancies by an average of 80%.

Healthy babies (-1 credits) - Your babies will be strong and healthy. Requires a fertile vagina.

Genetic modification (-5 credit) - You will be to customize your baby. Use the body modification section.

Growth hormones (-8 credits) - Your children will grow at an accelerated rate until they reach 5-16 (your choice).
The accelerated growth rate is approximately 1 year per week.

Embedded testicles (-2 credits) - Some (or all) of your testicles will be embedded inside your body. Excess skin will
be removed. Requires at least one pair of testicles.

Retractable penis (-2 credits) - You can "retract" your penis(es) into your body to conceal them. Requires at least
one penis.

Flexible body (-3 credits) - Your body is much more flexible. Good for yoga and doing splits.

Reduced sleep (-3 credits) - Instead of 8 hours, your body can easily work with only needing to sleep for 4 hours.

No sleep (-5 credits) - You no longer need to sleep. You won't feel tired from a lack of sleep.

Perfect metabolism (-5 credits) - Maintaining muscle tone/body condition is trivial, however you must consume at
least 2,300 calories a day.

Optimized digestion D (-3 credits) - You no longer need to defecate.

Optimized digestion U (-3 credits) - You no longer need to urinate.

Cleanliness (-5 credits) - You no longer need to shower/bathe. Also includes some "internal parts", such as teeth.

Perfect homeostasis (-10 credits) -  Your body will maintain it's internal temperature perfectly, meaning you no
longer need to wear clothes, even in sub-zero temperatures.

Mind wipe (+10 credits) - All of your memories from before you became a contestant will be permanently wiped.
Note that this only affects your memories; you will retain all of your knowledge of things (e.g. how to ride a bike).



Tabula rasa (+15 credits) - All of your knowledge will be reset to the "general knowledge" of your age group as
well.

Dissonance (+10 credits) - Your previous memories will be restored after the show. Have fun with that.

Detachable limbs (-10 credits) - Both of your arms and legs are removable now. It is up to you to find/purchase
different limbs, but it probably isn't that hard to find them online somewhere. Cannot be taken with Amputee.

Detachable penis (-3 credits) -  Your penis(es) are removable now. Any dildo you attach in place will be fully
functional. Requires at least one penis.

Race change (-10 credits) - You can choose any race of animal (fictional or non-fictional) to be transformed into an
anthropomorphized version of. This change only includes any defining physical features (e.g. cat ears and a tail for if
you're a cat).

Complete change (+5 credits) - The transformation includes any defining mental features of that animal (e.g. if
you're a cat, you will be unable to resist catnip, will unconsciously purr, etc.)

Animal penis (-1 credit) - Any penises you have will take the natural shape of the animal you are transformed into.
Requires at least one penis.

Timeless (-10 credits) - You will stop aging once you reach between 24-26 years old (your choice).

Infinite telomeres (-10 credits) - You no longer age at all.

Hourglass (-5 credits) - You can control your age at will. This includes the ability to, for example, revert to your
teenage years and grow into an adult again.

Repairbots (-15 credits) - Special nanobots will be injected into your body. They are capable of repairing minor
wounds and damage, but cannot do anything for major wounds (e.g. a cut-off limb).

Hyper-immune System (-15 credits) - Your body can quickly and effectivly fight poisons, toxins, diseases, and
other dangerous conditions.

Telepathy (-15 credits) - You will be able to share your thoughts and feelings with others telepathically. You can
also talk to others in this way, but they can only respond if they also have the same ability. You will be able to talk
with your personal AI using telepathy.

Do the Evolution (-15 credits) - Most of your internal organs will be upgraded to state-of-the-art electromechanical
ones. You can do pretty much anything with your body (e.g. drink a gallon of alcohol) and it will have little negative
effect on your body.

Cybernetic limbs (-15 credits) - Your external limbs will be upgraded as well. Cannot be taken with Amputee.

Cybernetic brain (-20 credits) - Your central nervous system (including your brain) will be upgraded as well. Your
personal AI will be able to upload directly to brain if necessary.

Android (-150 credits) -  Your conscious will  be "uploaded" into a  state-of-the-art  android body.  You will  be
completely indistinguishable from a normal human. Cybernetic limbs, Cybernetic brain, Repairbots, Hyper-immune
system, and Telepathy are included in the cost. Flexible body, Reduced sleep, Optimized digestion D/U, Cleanliness,
Perfect homeostasis, and Detachable limbs are included for free. You may take Race change for free.

Dynamo (-10 credits) - You can use electricity to recharge instead of needing to eat.

Tail (-10 credits) - You have a prehensile tail that can be used to interface with any type of electronics. Has
protection against most types of hacking.

Genetic cleansing (0 credits) - Your DNA will be "cleaned" to remove any possible genetic imperfections (e.g.
genetic diseases).

Housing
Pick one:

Dungeon (0 credits) - A cold, dirty dungeon. Completely empty except for a small hole in the ground for doing
your business and a tiny window to provide light.

Prison cell (-5 credits) - A small prison cell-type room. Comes with a small bed, a toilet/shower, and a desk.

Solitary confinement (+5 credits) - A comfy, padded, windowless room. You may experience mental side effects
for being in here for too long, though.

Hotel room (-10 credits) - A nice hotel room. Room service will be taken care of for you.

Apartment (-10 credits) - A small apartment with a bedroom and bathroom.

Girly apartment (+2 credits) - Your apartment will receive a complete makeover with a red and pink color scheme.

Latex lounge (+3 credits) - Everything that can be made out of latex is made out of latex.

Deluxe apartment (-5 credits) - Your apartment will be upgraded to approximately twice the original size.

You may purchase the following rooms to upgrade your apartment:

Deluxe bedroom† (-1 credit) - Your bedroom will be upgraded to include a king size bed, a closet, and a full
dresser with a mirror. Can be taken up to two additional times to add additional bedrooms. Sub-options apply to
additional bedrooms for free.

♦ Walk-in closet (-1 credit) - A large walk-in closet for all your clothes.



Deluxe bathroom (-1 credit) - An upgraded bathroom with more space to store your hygiene products. Your toilet
will also be upgraded to include a built-in bidet. No more wiping!

♦ Walk-in shower (-1 credit) - Your bathroom will be upgraded to include a walk-in shower with full-body spray,
in addition to your bathtub.

♦ Luxury bathtub (-1 credit) - Your bathtub will receive a jacuzzi upgrade.

Kitchen (-1 credit) - A standard kitchen with plenty of storage and counter space. Comes with a fridge, stove, and
microwave. You must purchase food/additional appliances.

Living  room  (-1  credit)  -  A  separate  room  to  spend  your  time  in.  Comes  with  sectional  sofa,  a  table,  a
wall-mounted television, and a nice view.

Balcony (-1 credit) - A small balcony for looking at the view from your room. Can be "attached" to either your
bedroom or, if you have one, your living room.

Bar (-1 credit) - Your living space will be upgraded to include a fully functional bar.

Empty room† (-1 credit) - An empty room. Useful if you need somewhere to store something bulky.

Shared Amenities

Access to all of the following amenities can be purchased for -5 credits. They are shared with the other contestants.
Requires Hotel room or higher. Does not require additional permission to access (e.g. Outside).

Arcade

Ball pit

Bath house

Brothel

Convenience store

Gym

Indoor pool

Library

Mess hall

Movie theatre

Night club

Outdoor garden

Recording studio

Recreational room

Tavern

Basics

Clothing
We'll give you a couple of basic sets of clothing, but you'll probably want more than that.

Pick one:

Nude (+5 credits) - You will be forbidden from wearing anything during your stay (does not apply to anything you
are forced to wear). Ignore the rest of the clothes section.

Clothing allowed (0 credits) - You will be allowed to wear clothing during your stay.

Pick as many as you wish, if you picked Clothing allowed:

Accessories (-1 credit) - Bracelets, necklaces, ear rings, purses, etc.

Hats (-1 credit) - Just like Team Fortress 2, but in real life! Hats do not come with magic particle effects, and you
cannot trade them for money or credits.

Magic hats (-2 credits) - There's a small (~0.005%) chance that one or more of the hats will have magic particle
effects. You still can't sell it, though.

Swimsuits (-1 credit) - A decent selection of swimsuits. You'll probably want this if you plan on going to a public
pool.

Lingerie (-1 credit) - All the lingerie you could ever want. Very sexy.

Footwear (-1 credit) - A wide variety of shoes, boots, slippers, etc.

Sleepwear (-1 credit) - A wide selection cute and sexy sleepwear.

Cosplay (-1 credit) - Full outfits for you to dress up in to pretend you're a fictional character.

Girly closet (-1 credit) - A large selection of girly outfits to keep yourself looking pretty.

Fetish wear (-1 credit) - A decent selection of fetish wear, mainly consisting of latex/leather clothes.

Plain closet (-1 credit) - A decent selection of plain, no frills outfits.

Viewer's choice (-5 credits) - You will have access to a small selection of viewer chosen outfits.

Viewer's favorite (+10 credits) - You will be required to wear a different viewer chosen outfit all day once each
week.

Old clothes (-5 credits) - You can keep any the clothes you had before becoming a contestant.

Personal stylist (-15 credits) - Someone to help you choose your outfit and make you look your best.

Clothing replicator (-40 credits) - A special bookcase-sized device that is capable of (de-)materializing any type of
clothing or accesory you want. Useful if you want lots of options, but don't want any clutter, don't want to (or can't)
leave your apartment, or want something not easily accessible.

Walking billboard (+5 credits) - At least one piece of visible clothing you wear must have a Slut Life logo, a logo of
one of its' partners (Whores R Us, Sex Toys Ltd., etc.), or something lewd ("I love anal♥").

Health and Hygiene

Pick as many as you wish:

Hygiene essentials (-5 credits) - A basic selection of body care products and make-up. Nothing fancy.

Body care kit (-5 credits) - An upgraded selection of body care products.



Make-up kit (-5 credits) - An upgraded selection of make-up.

Advanced  health  care  (-10 credits)  -  All  contestants  receive  basic  health  care,  however  you  can  purchase  an
upgraded health care package. You will receive the best health care money can buy.

Massage (-15 credits) - Someone will give you a massage once a week.

Happy ending (-10 credits) - Every massage will have a "happy ending."

Food
Pick one:

Bread and water (0 credits) - Self explanatory.

MREs (0 credits) - Prepackaged meals, just add water to heat. They may or may not "come out" the first time.

Baby food (+2 credits) - Your diet will consist of mushy food from a jar. If you wish, someone will feed you.

Leftovers (+4 credits) - You get whatever is left over from other contestants' meals.

Nutrient pill (-3 credits) - A nutrient pill that will supply everything you need to live. Will be inserted anally, and
you'll probably miss being able to eat food after a while.

Soylent (-5 credits) - A nutritional drink designed to provide everything you need, similar to the Nutrient pill. It
may be hard to drink at first, but you'll get used to it. Also, we promise, it's not people.

Fast food (-10 credits) - Whatever food you want from any fast food restaurant. Can be combined with another
option for -2 credits to be allowed access to fast food once a week.

Fresh food (-10 credits) - You will be allowed to go to a grocery store once a week, with a limited budget of $80.
Whatever you get will probably be useless unless you have a kitchen to prepare your food.

Larger budget (-5 credits) - You will have a budget of $160 instead.

Personal chef (-20 credits) - A personal chef will cook whatever meals you want.

Food replicator (-40 credits) - A special device slightly larger than a microwave that is capable of making any kind
of food or drink you can think of, and even ones you can't.

Pick as many as you wish, in addition to one of the above:

Force feeding (+8 credits) - You will be force fed all of your meals.

Semen (+3 credits) - All of your meals come with a fresh glass of semen that you must drink.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Sweet (+2 credits) - The semen will instead be provided to you in a condom, mixed with honey.

Hungry (+3 credits) - All of your meals will be covered with semen.

Dessert (-3 credits) - All the desserts you could ever want.

Drink bar (-3 credits) - You will have access to an unlimited supply of whatever (non-alcoholic) drinks you want.

Social

Roommates

You may have any combination of seven (7) roommates living with you. 2-3 roommates require Hotel room or higher,
4+ roommates  require Deluxe apartment or  higher.  You may purchase additional  entertainment  options  for  each
roommate at no additional cost, but only if you've purchased that option once. Your roommates will be able to control
the same things your owners can, and you can control theirs.

For all roommates, except for owners and neighbors: You may make any body modifications for free using the body
modification section. For example, you can give your significant other an android body at no additional cost.

Contestant† (0 credits) - You will share a room with another contestant. You may either choose what they look like,
or you may select a "random" contestant. Punishments and owners can either be shared, or you can select a separate
set for them. Jobs function normally but do not give extra credits. You may choose neighbors as roommates. The
neighbor must have a superscript 'r'. The number denotes if they take up 1 or 2 roommate slots.

Owner† (0 credits) - You may choose any of your owners to live with you as a roommate. The owner must have a
superscript 'r'. The number denotes if they take up 1 or 2 roommate slots.

Maid (-15 credits) - A loyal maid (or butler) that will clean up after you and follow your commands. Timeless is
between 12 and 60 for Maid.

Personal sex slave† (-25 credits) - Your own personal sex slave to have fun with. You may either choose what they
look  like  for  no  additional  cost,  or  you  may  select  a  "random"  sex  slave.  You  can  choose  a  separate  set  of
punishments and owners for each one. Additionally, you can choose to keep them afterwards.

Custom Sexbot† (-25 credits) - A standard sexbot, made to your exact specifications. Over time, they will learn to
adapt to your liking. Additionally, you can choose to keep them afterwards.

Extended functionality (-10 credits) - Your sexbot will come equipped with functions that are useful for everyday
tasks. Requires Personal AI with Own will.

Significant other (-50 credits) - Thanks to advances in genetic engineering, you get a significant other that will live
with you. You can either choose what they look like, or base them off an existing person (real or otherwise).



Equal opportunity (0 credits) - You can choose whether or not punishments/owners/etc. apply to them (or you can
select a completely different set for them). Cannot be taken with the Significant other owner.

Life partner (-25 credits) - Your significant other will live with you even after the year is up.

Netorare (+30 credits) - Your significant other will never have sex with you, and will only have sex with others in
front of you.

Neighbors

Pick as many as you wish:

Marcus (-1 credit) - A personal trainer who sincerely wants to help you get fit. He'll invite you to workout sessions,
along with other contestants, and even some of your owners. You should expect some competition from the others.

Victor and Lillianr2 (-1 credit) - Two people who love to play tabletop games and want to play with others. If you
can convince them, they may also ERP with you.

Marisar1 (-1 credit) - A normal girl that somehow got caught up in the game. Isn't interested in anything other than
vanilla sex, but you might be able to convince her otherwise.

Charlotter1 (-1 credit) - NEET. Spends all her time on either her computer or her phone. Generally uninterested in
sex, but masturbates a lot.

Jenny and Martha (-1 credit) - A former contestant and her owner who decided to take things kinda monogamous
after the show. They mainly talk about their past experiences, their latest sessions, and things they'd like to try.

Crystalr1 (+1 credit) - Likes to make lots of cute cosplay outfits. Will often ask (beg) you to model for her.

Henryr1 (+1 credit) - An alchemist. Needs your fluids for, uh, "reasons." Will hook you up with high-quality potions
as payment.

Stevenr1 (+1 credit) - A supreme gentleman with a fedora collection that shitposts about women on politics boards
online. Be careful around him.

Tanyar1 (+1 credit) - A hotdog vendor that wants free advertising from the show. She'll give you free, high quality
sausages, but you're responsible for getting them on air. Mustard probably won't be enough.

Juder1 (+1 credit) - A young punk who keeps harassing contestants whenever they leave their rooms. Could be
"persuaded" to leave the other contestants alone, but that would piss off the execs; expect your punishment to be
much worse.

Kylier1 (+1 credit) - One of the shows biggest fans. She loves to emulate her favorite contestant's life, and in the
process somehow manages to make it weirder and more vulgar than it already is. Constantly asks for autographs.

Johnr1 (+1 credit) - Loves to ERP. Has an unnatural obsession with FATAL.

The following options can be purchased as upgrades to the above options:

Controllers (+3 credits) - We will give remote controls for the owner-controlled punishments to your neighbors.
Requires at least one owner-controlled punishment.

Entertainment
Pick as many as you wish:

MP3 player (-3 credits) - A standard music player filled with music. If you purchase the Computer, you can add or
remove songs (has a 64GB capacity). You may keep it after the year is up. Comes with headphones.

Cell  phone  (-5  credits)  -  A  standard  modular  smartphone.  Comes  with  a  basic  processor  module,  a  basic
communication module, a camera module, a 16GB storage module, an external storage module, and an 8000mAh
battery module. Also includes a pair of headphones and unlimited data. Additional modules are fairly cheap. You may
keep it after the year is up.

Advanced processor module (-10 credits) - An upgraded processor module. Has approximately 2x the performance
of the standard processor module.

Communication  module  (-5  credits)  -  An  upgraded  communication  module.  Supports  all  major  wireless
connection methods and works at greater distances.

Hyper-communication module (-15 credits) - A special module capable of sending and receiving FTL wireless
communications.

Hyper-battery  module  (-15  credits)  -  A  high-capacity  25Ah battery  module  that's  not  much  bigger  than  the
standard battery. Just don't fuck with it, it'll bite back (with 5,000% interest).

Hologram module (-20 credits) - A special module capable of projecting a hologram.

Personal DJ (-5 credits) - You will be able to request mashups/remixes of your favorite songs once a week. Requires
at least one of the following: Computer, Cell phone, Tablet, Jukebox, MP3 Player, Entertainment system.

Jukebox (-10 credits) - An internet-enabled jukebox. Comes with access to Pandora One and Spotify Premium for
free, which can be accessed from any device with internet as well.

Porn stash (-10 credits) - A decent selection of porn magazines. If you have the Entertainment System or Computer,
this will include DVDs (though that's pretty pointless with the Computer).



Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Viewer's Choice Porn Awards (+5 credits) - Your porn stash will be restricted to a weekly selection decided on by
the viewers. Also restricts what porn you can access online.

Narcissist (+5 credits) - Your porn stash will be restricted to scenes that you were in. Requires Pornstar.

Education† (-5 credits) - Using state-of-the-art technology, you can learn up to three years' worth of information and
experience on any subject or topic of your choosing in just three months. The definitions of "subject" and "topic"
vary, but you probably are safe in assuming something counts as long as it isn't an entire subject like math or science
(think along the lines of Statistics or Theoretical physics).

Lifelong learning (-15 credits) - You will be able to select a new topic to learn once every three months. Requires
one of the following: You're Here Forever, New home.

Toy chest (-10 credits) - A medium-sized chest filled with plenty of sex toys.

Fucking machines (-10 credits) - Fucking machines and such. Be your own Engineer dominatrix!

Mechanical tentacles (-10 credits) - A special fucking machine. Your Personal AI will be able to use this.

Drugs (-10 credits) - Unlimited amounts of all kinds of drugs.

Alcohol (-10 credits) - Unlimited amounts of all kinds of liquor.

Pet (-10 credits) - A pet dog or cat you will be allowed to look after during your stay. All of its food will be
provided for you, and you can choose to take it home after.

Timeless (-10 credits) - Your pet will no longer age.

Tabletop games (-10 credits) - All kinds of tabletop games to play with others. Useful if you have a roommate!

Personal library (-10 credits) - A small selection of books.

Creative  kit  (-15  credits)  -  Plenty  of  materials  to  express  your  creativity,  be  it  drawing,  painting,  sewing,  or
something completely different. Will be replenished as needed.

Entertainment system (-15 credits) - Upgrade your television to a larger size with a surround sound speaker setup.
Includes access to Netflix and one gaming system and 10 games of your choice. Requires Apartment or higher.

Vidya (-10 credits) - Now you can play any game you want on any gaming system ever made (excluding PC).

Personal AI (-15 credits) - A personal artificial intelligence program. Its personality can be modified at any time. It
is also capable of "hopping" between devices that you own. Requires at least one of the following: Computer, Cell
phone, Tablet. Having a cybernetic brain overrides this requirement.

Own will (+10 credits) - Your personal AI's will have a much stronger will/personality and is not guaranteed to
listen to your commands, however, it will act in much more “human” ways. Depending on it's personality settings,
you may expect more banter/tricks. Your AI will be able to control anything your owners/audience can, and will be
able to "hop" between any device with an external connection. Cannot disable or "shut off" your AI with this option.
This option cannot be changed or disabled when modifying it's  personality.  You will  only be able to modify its
personality at initial startup or after a complete reset.

Tablet (-20 credits) - A standard tablet. A cheaper, lower end alternative to the Computer. Comes with unlimited
internet access.

World projector† (-25 credits) - Special projectors capable of projecting special portals to the outside world. They
can be configured to display from any location, and they can be linked in 3D space to provide more realism. Things
can pass through them, however humans and humanoids cannot.

Computer (-30 credits) - A mid-end computer with fast, unlimited internet access. You could  get in trouble for
doing illegal things, but since you're on another planet you don't really have to worry about draconian laws on other
planets.

Webcam (+5 credits) - A webcam for you to use to provide "private" shows for your fans.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Laptop (+5 credits) - In case you wanted a laptop instead of a desktop for some reason.

Workstation (-10 credits) - Upgrade your computer to a high-end rig perfect for gaming and advanced simulation!

Virtual  Reality  headset  (-20  credits)  -  A  full-immersion  VR  headset.  Includes  access  to  the  most  popular
VRMMO (you must purchase any other VR games you want to play).

Outside (-25 credits) - You will be allowed to go outside by yourself on your own time for up to 16 hours per week,
divided up however you wish.

More time (-10 credits) - Your time allowance is increased to 30 hours per week.

Well-known (+5 credits) - Most people will recognize you right away. Get used to the paparazzi.

Public property (+10 credits) - Anyone (or anything) will be allowed to have their way with you. You aren't
required to service them, but we won't be liable for anything that happens to you if you refuse...

Hoverboard (-15 credits) - A standard hoverboard, useful for getting around outside quickly. You may keep it after
the year is up.

Public transportation (+5 credits) - You will be required to use public transportation for any long distance trips.



No laughing (+10 credits) - You will be bombarded with funny things during your ride. You will be spanked if
you laugh.

Massage chair (-25 credits) - A nice reclining chair with a massage mode. Requires Deluxe Apartment with either
Living room or at least one Empty room.

Ticket to Heaven (-10 credits) - The chair will be upgraded to provide some more pleasurable features.

Isolation tank (-40 credits) - A light and soundproof tank filled with salt water that you float in for relaxation. For
safety reasons, you can only use it for one hour a day. Requires Deluxe Apartment with at least one Empty room.

Experimental Drugs
Each drug lasts for two days (64 hours), after which you can choose to either let it naturally decay from your body, or
take it again. The cost of each drug covers an unlimited supply of it during the show.

Pick as many as you wish:

Experimental drug: Aphrodisiac (-10 credits) - Significantly increases libido. Side effects may include involuntary
stimulation (that is, you may start masturbating in public and won't be able to stop until you cum).

Experimental  drug: High-output (-10 credits)  -  Quadruples  the effectiveness of  zinc supplements  and lactation
drugs. Side effects may include over-production and "leaks". Requires Zinc supplements and/or Lactation.

Experimental drug: Fecundity (-10 credits) - Greatly increases the chance (~60-70%) of having twins or triplets.
Side effects may include an increased chance of octuplets or more. Requires a fertile vagina.

Experimental drug: Pheromone booster (-10 credits) - Increases the likelihood of "sexual encounters." Side effects
may include attracting unwanted attention.

Experimental drug: Stamina booster (-10 credits) - Allows you to "last longer in bed." Side effects may include a
small chance of orgasms not providing any satisfaction/relief from arousal.

Experimental  drug: Sensitivity booster (-10 credits)  -  Increases  sexual sensitivity.  Side effects may include an
"orgasm  cascade,"  causing  neurological  overload  (basically,  you  keep  climaxing  until  your  brain  "shuts  off"
temporarily).

Experimental drug: Strength booster (-10 credits) - Increases strength and fitness. Side effects may include loss of
strength.

Experimental  drug:  Genderswap  (-10  credits)  -  Allows  you  to  completely  control  your  gender  and  physical
appearance at will. It cannot be used to bypass biological sex restrictions. Side effects may include a very low chance
of either your change reverting to your normal gender/appearance or being stuck in your current gender/appearance.

The following options can be purchased as upgrades to the above options. All upgrades apply to only one drug for
each purchase, unless otherwise specified.

Lifetime supply† (-15 credits) - You can purchase a lifetime supply for any experimental drugs. Cannot be taken
with You're Here Forever or Sex slave.

Mandatory injection† (+20 credits) - Any experimental drug can be made mandatory. You will be injected with it
every day. Cannot be taken with Genderswap.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

High concentration injection (+10 credits) - A special highly concentrated version will be used which will double
all effects of the drug.

Permanence (+20 credits) - Instead of multiple injections, a single injection of nanobots will be used. They will
constantly produce the drug, making the effects permanent, however they cannot be removed.

Owners†

You must choose at least one owner, for a maximum of 7 owners. Each owner gets to do whatever they want with you
for 8 hours a day, once a week. Better rewards implies stricter owners.

You can purchase owners multiple times to see them multiple times each week. Each time you purchase an owner, the
amount of credits you get from them is halved, rounded down (for example, Everybody gives 50/25/12/6 etc.).

Gentleman (0 credits) - A rich member of a powerful family. He will treat you well and will typically take you out
on dates. Doesn't believe in sex before marriage, and will attempt to make you his wife. Can only be taken if your
biological sex is female.

Cutier1 (0 credits) - A sweet, lively girl that just wants to have fun with others. Typical activities include shopping,
visiting amusement parks, and other activities she likes.

Contestantr1 (+5 credits) - You can choose any one of your roommates to be your owner. Alternatively, you can
choose a random contestant. The roommate you choose must be a contestant, maid, or custom sexbot.

Girly trainerr1 (+5 credits) - Will train you to be more feminine, force you to wear girly clothes, etc. She is fairly
strict, and will punish you if you don't do what she tells you to. Once she's done, however, you will act just like a
proper lady.

Futanarir1 (+5 credits) - A cute, submissive futa girl. She just wants somebody to love her.



Married coupler2 (+5 credits) - This couple has always wanted a daughter, so they decided to make you their perfect
little girl. Can only be taken if your biological sex is female.

Incestuous (+5 credits) - Neither of your "parents" can keep thier hands off you. At least you're not related.

Hypnotist (+5 credits) - A typical shrink with an atypical track record. Got his license revoked for ethics violations.
If you're lucky, he may turn you into the little girl (mentally only, obviously).

Significant other (+10 credits) - Want to be dominated by your significant other? If so, this is the owner for you!
Not required to have sex with them. Requires Significant other without Equal opportunity.

Yanderer1 (+10 credits) - Loves you. A lot. Generally very nice toward you, but she might get angry if you have any
other owners.

Pet owner (+10 credits) - Loves pets and wants to make you part of her collection. She will train you to do all kinds
of neat tricks, and will take you out for walks in the park.

Horny old man (+15 credits) - A smelly, dirty old man. Will fuck your brains out for hours on end.

Slime girl (+15 credits) - A friendly, gel-like girl that likes to "play" with others. Please note that her definition of
"play" involves invading all of your holes with her body.

Empressr1 (+15 credits) - The former queen of a now defunct empire. She demands constant service from you.
Expect her to use you as a footstool.

Witchr1 (+15 credits) - A curse in her youth left her with a indomitable libido and a lewd streak a mile wide. You'll
be expected to satisfy her non-stop, sometimes with a spell or two (or five) thrown in the mix. We recommend against
drinking any potions she might have left around.

Siblingsr2 (+15 credits) - Your two sisters (or brothers, or some combination of the two, your choice) will have fun
with you. What's that, you didn't have siblings? Well, we may have taken a sample of your DNA after your body was
modified and used that, so you do now. Use the Body mod section to define what they look like.

Tentacle monster (+20 credits) - A large plant-like creature. Get used to your holes being filled and your sticks
being vacuumed.

Supervillianr1 (+20 credits) - A big, bad, evil guy that wants to take over the world, and his first target is you. Try
not to let him control you too much. Requires Magical girl.

Sexbot (+20 credits) - A sexbot, fresh off the line. You will be used for her "training" so she can improve her
programming (because practice makes perfect!).

Engineer dominatrix (+20 credits) - Her specialty is machinery. She will test out all kinds of devices on you, forcing
you to cum hundreds of times without rest.

Lolita dominatrix (+20 credits) - Don't be fooled by her cute exterior. This girl has been known to reduce people to
mere husks of their former selves. She loves to keep her slaves on edge for hours until she lets them cum at the end.

Futanari dominatrix (+20 credits) - Loves BDSM. Expect to chained up for hours on end, forced to suck her cock or
the cocks of her friends that she brings to play with her toy.

Over-productive (+5 credits) - A bad reaction to an experimental drug has given her superhuman level milk and
sperm production. Better make sure you drain her completely or she may not be as nice next time.

Sadist dominatrix (+25 credits) - Gets horny just by thinking of torturing you for hours. Her favorite toy is her
whip, which she will often use to ruin your orgasms after she brings you close to climaxing.

Agent (+25 credits) - A top espionage agent who's really into voyeurism. She'll be sending you out into the city on
"missions" to perform increasingly dangerous feats of exhibitionism, and will monitor your progress the entire time.
Failure will result in punishment only an experienced interrogator could dream up.

Amazonr1 (+25 credits) - A female warrior from the jungle that has nothing to do with the website. Is all about
physical domination, and will wrestle you into submission. Expect forced orgasms to be quite common.

Insect queen (+25 credits) - An insect queen and her drones. Most sessions will probably involve her injecting you
with a drug to paralyze you and her drones gangbanging you.

Ovipositor (+5 credits) - Said sessions will now include her using an ovipositor to make you an "incubator" (which
lasts around three days).

Zoo owner  (+25 credits)  -  Owns a public  zoo filled with all  sorts  of  horny animals,  and you are his  newest
attraction. Expect to get fucked by every animal imaginable.

Mad Scientist (+25 credits) - Somebody had to make the drugs and nanomachines. You'll be their number one test
subject, and they have all kinds of plans for what to try next. Don't worry: they're contractually obligated to put you
back to normal. Eventually.

Succubus/Incubusr1 (+30 credits) - A literal sex demon. They are well versed in making people cum, and will have
you begging for more when they're done for more.

Angelr1 (+30 credits) - A fallen angel. Cares about little more than herself, and certainly doesn't care about what
you want. Expect her to make lots of demands.

Shapeshifter (+30 credits) - A horny wizard that is able to shapeshift into any form he chooses. One week you may
be getting fucked by a horse while the next it'll be an orc.



Psychicr1  (+30  credits)  -  A powerful  telepath,  capable  of  reading  your  mind  and  plunging  you  into  a  sexual
nightmare. Dying in the dream world doesn't mean dying in real life, so you'll wake up just like normal, good as new.
Physically, anyways.

Sharing is caring (+10 credits) - She'll be sharing your "jucier" inner thoughts with your other owners and/or
roommates. Requires another owner and/or a roommate.

Tyroner1 (+35 credits) - Ever wanted to know what it would be like to be a prison bitch? Now's your chance!

Dragon (+35 credits) - A large (in more ways than one) male dragon. It'll hurt at first, but you'll get used to it.

Gangrape (+35 credits) - A group of handsome gentlemen will rape you. Even if you somehow get used to it, they
will inevitably find a way to make you hate it the next time.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Spooky (+10 credits) - A group of spooky, scary (manly) skeletons will rape you instead.

Old men (+10 credits) - A group of smelly, dirty, faceless old men will rape you instead.

Public Casting Call (+40 credits) - Four lucky viewers will be chosen at random each week. They will not be
allowed to seriously harm you, and will be tested for any STIs.

Witch hunterr1 (+45 credits) - A witch hunter that believes that you are a witch. They will use their special powers
to make you confess your crimes. Every time you confess, they will torture you more and more.

Ancient Cult (+45 credits) - A group of cultists that will use your body for rituals to worship their gods. You will be
used by the Old Ones themselves. Try not to lose your mind.

Everybody (+50 credits) - You will be stripped naked and placed in a pillory in the middle of a public place where
anybody will  be  allowed  to  use  you.  Condoms are  prohibited,  and  people  will  be  allowed to  cum inside  you.
Additionally, people will be allowed to do just about anything short of physically harming you. If you happen to
receive any STIs, you will receive immediate treatment before they can do any damage.

The following options can be purchased as upgrades to the above options:

Funtime† (+5 credits) - If you wish, you can spend 12 hours a day with one of your owners instead of 8 hours. You
can take this multiple times, but only once for each owner (e.g. you have 5 owners and take this 3 times for 3 of your
owners). Yes, you actually have to spend the extra time with your owner. Cannot extend time of Another contestant.

Punishments
Pick as many as you wish:

Meet n' Greet (0 credits) - Twice a year, you will be required to go on a week long tour to have a meet and greet
with your fans.

Raffle (+5 credits) - You will be required to service a lucky fan that won a raffle.

Daily enema (+1 credit) - You will be given an enema every day when you wake up.

Hold it in (+3 credits) - You must hold everything in for three hours. An inflating plug will be used to assist you.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Semen enema (+1 credit) - Fresh semen will be used instead.

Banana enema (+3 credits)  -  A mixture of  warm banana halves  and suppository liquid will  be used instead.
Additionally, an absorbent pad will be rolled up and stuck inside, and finished off with a diaper. The entire process
will last about an hour and a half.

Glory hole (+2 credits) - A glory hole will be put in your room. Every day, a cock will appear that you must service.

Thirsty (+1 credit) - You must drink every drop that comes out.

Body writing (+2 credits) - Anyone that uses you will be allowed to write on your body with a permanent marker.

Souvenir (+8 credits) - When you're done here, the best creations will be tattooed onto your body. Cannot be taken
with You're Here Forever or Sex slave.

Spanking (+2 credits) - If the weekly rating drops below a certain point, you will be spanked.

Daily spanking (+1 credit) - You will be spanked for ten minutes every day, regardless of rating.

Extended spanking (+3 credits) - You will be spanked for one hour every day.

Milking (+3 credits) - You will be milked every morning, and must drink everything that comes out. If you don't
have a penis, you will have to drink a glass of semen instead.

Cumbath (+3 credits) - Once a week when you wake up, you must bathe in a bathtub full of semen that has been
collected from the previous week. You may choose what day you bathe on, and you will not be allowed to wash
yourself for the remainder of the day.

Diapers (+2 credits) - You will no longer need to use the toilet, as you may go whenever you please. They will be
changed as needed.

Forced usage (+3 credits) -  You will  be required to actually use the diapers.  Cannot be  taken with Buttplug,
Urethral play, or Optimized digestion D/U.

Ball gag (+3 credits) - You will be gagged at all times, except when you need to eat or someone wants to use your
mouth.



Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Pacifier (+2 credits) - A pacifier will be used instead.

Spider gag (+4 credits) - A special gag will be used to hold your mouth open instead.

Inflatable gag (+6 credits) - A dildo will be used instead.

Exposed† (+3 credits) - Any clothes you wear cannot cover up your crotch or your nipples. This option can be taken
an additional time to expose both.

Corset (+3 credits) - You will be required to wear a corset at all times.

Buttplug (+5 credits) - You must wear a butt plug at all times. It will only be removed if you need to use the
bathroom.

Double dildo underwear (+10 credits) - You will be forced to wear latex underwear with two inflatable dildos
attached to it, one for each hole (if you only have one hole, there will be only one dildo). It will be taken off if you
need to do your business.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Plugs only (-2 credits) - The plugs will be "free-floating" instead so you can wear whatever you want over them.

Mechanical underwear (+10 credits) - A special machine with (up to) three dildos (vaginal, anal, uretheral) and
(if needed) a clitoral vibrator will be used instead. A vibrating onahole will be used if needed. All of your owners
will receive a remote control to control the vibrating functions.

♦ Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will have full control over the vibrators.

Vibrator (+5 credits) - You will be required to wear a vibrator at all times. It will either be in your vagina or
attached near the top of your penis(es) (or in both locations, if you have both). All of your owners will receive a
remote control to control them.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will have full control over the vibrators.

Vibrators everywhere (+5 credits) -  Vibrators will be placed in/on certain areas, including, but not limited to:
asshole,  clit,  nipples,  vagina(s),  penis(es).  The following punishments  will  also include vibrators:  Double  dildo
underwear, Urethral play, Chastity, Buttplug.

Vibrator implants (+10 credits) - Special prototype nano-materials will be embedded directly into the tissue of all
of your erogenous zones, as well as your lips and tongue. All of your owners will receive a remote control to
control them. Due to the nature of the materials, they may activate by themselves randomly. Overrides locations of
vibrators in the previous level. The specified punishments will still have them.

♦ Manual control (-5 credits) - We will give you a remote control for the Vibrator implants.

Urethral play (+5 credits) - Like the buttplug, your urethra will be plugged at all times. It will only be removed if
you need to use the bathroom.

Catheter (+3 credits) - Instead of being plugged, a special tube with a valve will be inserted into your urethra. Your
owners will receive a remote control. Cannot be taken with Optimized digestion U.

Viewer controlled (+3 credits) - Your viewers will also have full control over whether it's open or closed.

Mind alteration (+5 credits) - You will undergo a process to cause you to unconsciously act more feminine. You
may notice what is happening, but you will be unable to control it.

Advanced mind control (+5 credits) - A more thorough process which will cause you to be unable to resist certain
orders.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Absolute obedience (+20 credits) - You will be unable to resist any order made of you. At the end of the year, the
process will be reversed to the previous level.

Complete mind control (+20 credits) - A total mind control process which will cause you to be unable to think
about nothing but sex. Because of the nature of this process, most of your "entertainment" will be useless. At the
end of the year, the process will be reversed to the previous level.

Locked in heels (+5 credits) - You will be forced to wear high heels at all times.

Cum addict (+5 credits) - You will become addicted to semen. You may find that your own semen can't sate your
addiction, so don't bother.

Music hijack (+5 credits)  -  Your  owners  will  decide what  you are allowed to  listen to  (e.g.  girly  pop songs,
"hypnotracks", Kidz Bop, etc.). Requires at least one of the following: Computer, Cell phone, Tablet, Jukebox, MP3
Player, Entertainment system.

Viewer controlled (+3 credits) - Your viewers will vote to decide what you are allowed to listen to.

Public humiliation (+8 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and placed on display for four hours.

Wooden horse (+8 credits) - Once a week, weights will be attached to your legs and you will be put on a wooden
horse for four hours.

Water chamber (+8 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and put into a sealed tank filled with water
for four hours. You'll be testing out our new genetic modification to give humans gills; hopefully they work. Oh, by
the way, we gave you gills.



Sensory deprivation (+8 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and put into a small, pitch black room
for four hours. You will be forced to wear a blindfold, ear plugs, and a ball gag.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Tight space (+4 credits) - Instead of a small room, you will be stuffed into a small duffel bag.

Constant sensory deprivation (+22 credits) - Instead, you will be required to wear a blindfold and ear plugs at all
times. They may not be removed for any purpose.

Corset piercing (+8 credits) - Once a week, you will be put in a corset piercing for four hours.

Fresh cherry (+10 credits) - You will be injected with nanobots. Every night while you are asleep, they will repair
your hymen. Requires a vagina.

Curse  (+10 credits)  -  When you sleep,  you  may occasionally  experience  warped  sexual  nightmares.  Don't  be
surprised if you wake up with dirty clothes.

Breast expansion (+10 credits) - The size of your breasts will be controlled by your owners. Requires at least one
set of breasts.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will have full control over the size of your breasts.

Random (+5 credits) - Your breasts have a 1% chance of randomly changing by up to 5 sizes every day.

Manual control (-5 credits) - We will give you a remote control to control your breast size.

Chastity (+10 credits) - You will be forced to wear a chastity belt whenever you are not with one of your owners.
There is a hole for you to do your business.

Full chastity (+10 credits) - You will now be required to wear a chastity bra (if needed) and thigh bands as well.
Lots of chains and locks, too.

Diuretic (+10 credits) - Drugs will be used to make you urinate more often. As a side effect, you may find it harder
to control when you urinate.

Laxative (+10 credits) - Drugs will be used to make you defacate more often. As a side effect, you may find it
harder to control when you defacate.

Forbidden contraception (+10 credits) - All birth control methods will be prohibited for you. Cannot be taken with
Forced impregnation or Hyperfertile vagina.

Sleep in bondage (+10 credits) - To prevent you from attempting to escape at night, you will be tied up before you
go to bed, shibari style. Cannot be taken with Bitch suit.

Choose only one of the following options (optional):

Caged (+3 credits) - Your new bed will be a steel cage. You may have to be hogtied to fit.

VacBed (+3 credits) - To prevent you from moving at all, you will be put in a VacBed at night.

Mummification (+3 credits) - Instead of being tied up, you will be mummified. Very tightly.

Straitjacket (+3 credits) - You will be stripped naked and put into a straitjacket.

Suspended (+5 credits) - You will be suspended from the ceiling using suspension bondage.

Machine (+5 credits) - You will be put in a special machine that will constantly pleasure you.

Nightly attraction (+8 credits) - You will be bound up in a high-traffic district in the city. Expect to have lots of
company and little sleep.

Sleepless (+8 credits) - Every night, you will be thrown into a tentacle pit. Sweet dreams.

Random (+8 credits) - A random format will be chosen every night from the above options.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will vote to decide which format is used.

Pet play (+10 credits) - To get around your apartment, you must crawl on all fours. All meals will be provided to
you in a dog bowl. Includes a set of fake animal ears and a tail if you don't already have them.

Bitch suit (+15 credits) - You will be put in a bitch suit to make sure you stay on all fours. Cannot be taken with
Sleep in bondage.

Accessible  (-10 credits)  -  Your  living  space  will  be  modified  to  make it  more  accessible  to  you.  Requires
Apartment or higher.

Dominant pet (+10 credits) - You will now be living with a large, horny dog.

Wooden horse chairs (+10 credits) - Every chair in your room will be replaced with a wooden horse. Additionally,
you will be required to use them whenever possible.

Extra weight (+5 credits) - Weights will be bound to your legs whenever you use a wooden horse.

Parasite suit (+15 credits) - You will be forced to wear an alien suit that will constantly pleasure you. You will still
be able to wear clothes over it.

Spreader bar† (+10 credits) - You will be wearing a spreader bar on either your arms or your legs. The arm bar will
be behind your back but you will retain most usage of your hands. This option can be taken an additional time for
both.

Bondage mittens (+10 credits) - You will be required to wear bondage mittens at all times. At least you can still
kind of use your hands, plus they're comfy.



Arm binder (+25 credits) - You will be required to wear an arm binder at all times. Cannot be taken with an arm
Spreader bar or Bondage mittens.

Tentacles (+20 credits) - A portal will appear in your room to a tentacle pit. You'll probably want to avoid it, unless
you want to get trapped for several hours (though your owner(s) may not appreciate it).

Forced  impregnation  (+20  credits)  -  Every  month,  if  you  are  not  already  pregnant,  you  will  be  artifically
impregnated. The race will be the same as your own. Requires a fertile vagina.

Shock collar (+20 credits) - A permanent collar that will ensure you are always cooperative. All of your owners will
receive a remote control that they can use to ensure you do what they say.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will also be able to control the collar.

Manual control (-5 credits) - We will give you a remote control for the Shock collar.

Collar removal (-3 credits) - We will make the collar removable at the end.

Sleep control (+20 credits) - A special chip will be implanted into you that allows your owners and employers
either force you to sleep or stay awake. You will be able to sleep normally when the chip is inactive.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will also be able to control the chip.

Baby-bot (+25 credits) - A special vibrator will be placed into your womb. It vibrates, rotates, and kicks like a baby,
but with more force. All your owners will recieve a remote control. You cannot become pregnant with the vibrator
inside your womb. Requires a fertile vagina.

Viewer controlled (+5 credits) - Your viewers will have full control over the vibrators.

Twins (+10 credits) - Two vibrators will be inserted instead of one.

Triplets (+15 credits) - Whoops.

Climax control (+30 credits) - A special chip will be implanted into you to prevent you from being able to cum. As
a side effect, when you do climax, all previous climaxes will come "crashing down" on you at once. All of your
owners will receive a remote control that they can use to allow you to climax.

Edging (+15 credits) - The edging you experience will be stronger and last longer depending on how long it has
been since you came.

Prohibition (+30 credits) - The chip will be modified so you will be completely unable to cum ever again.

♦ Chipmod (-25 credits) - We will make it so you can cum again after the show.

Viewer  controlled  (+5  credits)  -  Your  viewers  will  also  be  able  to  control  the  chip.  Cannot  be  taken  with
Prohibition.

Manual control (-5 credits) - We will give you a remote control for the Climax control chip. Cannot be taken with
Prohibition.

Jobs†

You can take as many jobs as you want, up to 12 hours, split how you wish. The money you receive from your job is
treated as a normal salary, with the amount in brackets being how much you earn in a year. All money you recieve
from jobs will be added to your reward.
Any punishments that would severely interfere with your ability to work will be temporarily stopped while you're
working. Any training required will be provided for you. If/when you "grow out" of a job, you will be able to change it
to any other job (you will not gain or lose the difference in credits).

Waitress/Waiter‡  (0 credits) - You will be a waitress/waiter at a local  café. The pay is  low, and the customers
typically won't bother you. [Day, 6 hours, $30,000]

Maid café‡ (+5 credits) - You will be a waitress at a local maid café instead. Expect the customers to be more
demanding. Cannot be taken if your biological sex is male. [Day, 6 hours, $40,000]

Secretary  (+5  credits)  -  A  simple  job,  your  work  will  mainly  consist  of  filing  and  photocopying.  The  other
employees tend to be rather brash, and you'll probably get felt up during the work day. [Day, 8 hours, $35,000]

Owner (+5 credits) - You will be the owner for another contestant (excluding your roommate(s)). While you do not
get paid for this, if you do a good job, you might see yourself employed with a comfy career at the end of the year.
Cannot be taken with Sex slave. [Day/Night, 8 hours, $0 ($175,000 after your time is done)]

Slave trainer (+5 credits) - You will be responsible for training the show's slaves. You need to break their minds to
make sure they are obedient. Cannot be taken with Slave trainee. [Day/Night, 8 hours, $50,000]

Model‡ (+5 credits) - You will be posing for the camera. [Day, 4 hours, $25,000]

Gravure‡ (+5 credits) - You will also be posing for the camera while wearing skimpy swimsuits/outfits. [Day, 4
hours, $45,000]

Pastry shop‡ (+5 credits) - You will be working at a pastry shop. Some days you may be working at the register,
others you will be making cookies, muffins, etc. Gain an additional +5 credits and $10,000 if you are part cat. [Day,
6 hours, $35,000]

Bartender (+5 credits) - You will be a bartender at a popular bar or nightclub. [Night, 6 hours, $25,000]



Professional  gamer  (+5  credits)  -  You will  earn  money  by  playing  video  games  on  a  global  level.  Requires
Computer. [Day/Night, 8 hours, $90,000]

Professional cheerleader‡ (+10 credits) - You will be part of a cheerleading team. May involve one or two trips a
year;  if  so,  you  will  be  temporarily  excused  from all  punishments/owners/other  jobs.  Cannot  be  taken  if  your
biological sex is male. [Day, 6 hours, $30,000]

Party planner (+10 credits) - You will be hired by people to help plan various parties. [Day, 6 hours, $50,000]

Museum guide (+10 credits) - You will be a guide at a local sex museum. Be sure to provide live examples. [Day, 8
hours, $70,000]

Babysitter‡ (+10 credits) - You will help take care of the children born in the show. Mostly consists of feeding the
smaller ones, cooking for the bigger ones, and entertaining them all. The older ones may play "pranks" on you. Gain
an additional +5 credits if your biological sex is female. [Day, 6 hours, $25,000]

Maid/Butler (+10 credits) - You will be the personal maid (or butler) for a rich gentleman. Your duties will mainly
consist of cleaning his mansion and looking after his pets. He treats his staff well and pays generously for their
services. [Day, 6 hours, $45,000]

Room cleaner (+10 credits) - You will be cleaning the rooms of other contestants. Remember, you're always being
watched by somebody, so don't try to steal anything. [Day, 6 hours, $40,000]

Brothel cleaner (+5 credits) - You will be cleaning the brothel instead. Marginally more exciting than cleaning
rooms. [Day/Night, 6 hours, $42,000]

Cow/Bull (+10 credits) - You will be the newest animal on the Slut Life farm! Have fun getting milked all day.
Gain an additional +5 credits and $35,000 if you have both at least one pair of breasts and at least one penis. Cow
requires at least one set of breasts and Lactation. Bull requires at least one penis and Zinc supplements.  [Day, 6
hours, $55,000]

Mating season (+5 credits) - For additional credits, you can let the farm workers/other animals have some fun with
you. Increases time of job to 8 hours.

Monster breeder (+10 credits) - You will be a breeding partner for lots of cute monster girls (and/or boys). Requires
at least one penis and/or hyperfertile vagina. [Day/Night, 6 hours, $70,000]

Idol‡ (+10 credits) - You get to be a cute idol, just like in your Chinese cartoons! Your age must be less than 25.
Can only be taken with other jobs with a double dagger. [Day, 6 hours, $75,000]

Office lolita‡ (+10 credits) - You will be working in an office. Your main job is to "comfort" employees. Your age
must be less than 16. Cannot be taken if your biological sex is male. [Day/Night, 6 hours, $45,000]

Magical girl‡ (+10 credits) - You get to be a cute magical girl, just like in your Chinese cartoons! Your age must be
less than 25. Cannot be taken if your biological sex is male. [Night, 6 hours, $60,000]

Stripper (+15 credits) - You will be a performer at a local strip club. Your work is tip based, so make sure to put on
a good show. [Night, 4 hours, $120,000]

Escort (+15 credits) - A website will be made advertising your services. Because you are a contestant on Slut Life,
expect to receive a large wage. [Night, 8 hours, $200,000]

Prostitute (+15 credits) - Similar to Escort, except you will be walking the streets looking for clients. The pay is
typically very high, and you may earn more depending on how well you do your job. [Night, 8 hours, $230,000]

Slave trainee (+20 credits) - You will be trained to be a sex slave. Your trainer will try to break your mind to make
you obedient. Gain an additional +10 credits if taken with Sex slave. Cannot be taken with Slave trainer. [Day/Night,
8 hours, $25,000]

Pornstar (+20 credits) - You will now be a pornstar! The scenes may be fairly tame, but expect to do some hardcore
stuff as well. Your pay is fairly average, however you will earn royalties, even after the year is over. Additionally, you
may wish to continue your work if you enjoy it. [Day, 6 hours, $130,000]

Contract rapist (+20 credits) - You will be a contract rapist. Your job is to deal with criminals. [Night, 6 hours,
$130,000]

The following options can be purchased as upgrades to the above options:

Part time† (+3 credits) - You will be working part time. The number of hours you work a job is cut in half at the
expense of half pay and half credits. Applies to individual jobs. Cannot be taken with Owner.

Cash money (-30 credits) - You will be allowed to spend the money you recieve from your jobs during the show.
This upgrade costs -20 credits if taken with Long play or You're Here Forever.

Raise  (-10  credits)  -  Your  salary  is  doubled.  Applies  to  all  incoming  salaries  individually.  Also  applies  to
roommate's salaries.

Résumé (-10 credits) - You can change your job at any time during the show. Requires one of the following: Long
play, You're Here Forever, New home.

Donator (+20 credits) - 30% of your salary will be automatically donated to up to three charities of your choice,
divided evenly. Applies to all incoming salaries individually. Also applies to roommate's salaries.



Time Adjustments
Pick one (optional):

Speedrun (-50 credits) - Your stay is decreased to six months.

Long play (+50 credits) - Your stay is extended to five years.

More time† (+5 credits) - Adds 1 year to your time. Does not reward additional credits past +25 credits.

You're Here Forever (+130 credits) - You will become a permanent member of Slut Life. Additionally, you must
select at least three owners instead of one. Cannot select a reward.

Allowance (-30 credits) - Instead of revoking your reward completely, we will give you an allowance of $250 a
week. Don't spend it all in one place!

Sex slave (+150 credits) - Your stay is extended to five years. At the end, you will be sold to the highest bidder.
Cannot select a reward.

U-pick (-50 credits) - Instead of being auctioned off, you may select one of your owners to be your new master.

Miscellaneous
Pick as many as you wish:

Caretaker (0 credits) - You can elect to take care of any children you/your significant other/your slaves have while
on the show. Nothing will be provided for you, and you cannot "return" the child (however, you are not required to
take care of all children you have if you take this option). See footnotes for additional information. Choice revoked by
You're Here Forever and Sex slave.

Cash-in† (-1 credit) - Any credits you have left over can be traded in for $1,000 each to be added to your reward or
$100 each added to your Allowance.

Alternative fluid (0 credits) - You can choose between semen, breast milk, or female sexual fluids for any option or
punishment that uses a different fluid. Does not apply to owner-related things.

New identity (-15 credits) - Before you become a contestant, you'll be given a completely new fabricated identity.
Useful if you plan on changing your physical appearance.

Safeword (-20 credits)  -  You will  be allowed to  select  a  safeword.  Be careful,  if  you overuse it  you will  be
prohibited from using it.

Vacation (-25 credits) - For one week every year, you will be allowed to take a week off from punishments and
owners to do whatever you wish. Additionally, if you took Outside, you will be allowed to go outside for however
long you want during this time. You will not be required to use public transportation during this time if you took it.
Requires one of the following: Long play, You're Here Forever, Sex slave.

Jackpot† (-30 credits) - Roll 1d100. If you roll doubles (11, 22, 33...), you will receive 80 credits (for a net gain of
50 credits).

Rewards
Pick one. Any listed effects/outcomes only happen after the show.

Money (0 credits) - You will receive $1,000,000 at the end of the year.

Loadsamoney (-40 credits) - You will receive $10,000,000 at the end of the year instead of $1,000,000.

Mind upload (-10 credits) - Your consciousness will be "uploaded" into a virtual reality database. You will be able
to swap between various VR worlds as you please and play with others (both in the database and using normal VR
headsets). Your personal AI will be uploaded with you if you purchased one.

"Was it all a dream?" (-20 credits) - At the end of the show, you will be sent back to before you started. You won't
remember being a contestant, however you will keep your new body. You also recieve $3,000,000.

Powers (-50 credits) - Pick any combination of three powers from any combination of sources listed below (see
footnotes). Note that taking duplicate powers (e.g. taking Significant other here and some waifu option from another
source) is pointless and will not give you any additional perks. Excludes omnipotence and other similarly "broken"
powers.

Powers+ (-30 credits) - Pick an additional three powers, for a total of six powers.

Perfect power (-30 credits) - You can choose one of your newly found powers to be "perfect". That is, it will have
no drawbacks (e.g. drains your life force while in use, kills a random person/your father, etc.) or costs/limits (e.g.
must have the equivalent value in cash available in your bank account, can only use once a year, etc.).



Meta  (-60  credits)  -  You  can  choose  any  other  CYOA  to  play  after  you're  done.  You  keep  whatever
entertainment/roommates you want. In addition, you get a 30% bonus to any category of your choice, rounded up to
the nearest point/credit/etc. For example, if the category you choose is 20 points, you get an additional 6 points. For
"pick one" categories, pick an additional option. Nobody will know you were a contestant unless you tell them, and
even then they probably don't know what "Slut Life" is. The CYOA you choose must have some semblance of a
storyline or similar. Think Star Dust or Monster Hunter, not that 5 year old MS paint CYOA from /b/ with three
options.

Meta+ (-20 credits) - Get an additional 30% bonus, either for a separate category or the same category as before.

Space ship (-70 credits) - You will be rewarded with a space ship. It is roughly as big as your apartment. You will
also receive $500,000.

Planet (-110 credits) - You will be rewarded with a small planet, designed to your specifications. Your apartment
will be moved to it after the show, and you can decide what to do with it. You will also receive $300,000.

Secret society membership (-150 credits) - You will gain a lifetime membership to a secret society that oversees the
entire multiverse. This is probably the most control you'll ever have in your life. You may also choose two other
rewards for free (sub-options count as one), in addition to New home (if you wish).

Slut Life is its own reward (+25 credits) - You get nothing. Whether or not you "lose" is up to you. Have a good
day.

New home (+40 credits)  -  After  the show, you will  be able to  keep your apartment and all  your furnishings,
entertainment,  and  roommates.  In  exchange,  your  new  home  will  be  here.  You  can  choose  to  continue  the
punishments/owners/jobs if you wish. You also receive $800,000. Requires Apartment or higher.



Footnotes
You're done!

If you/your significant other/your slaves get pregnant, the child will be put in an orphanage managed by the show's
parent company. They'll receive a proper education, and if they haven't been adopted when they turn 18, they can
leave and will receive a small amount of money each week until they find a job/somewhere to live. On the other hand,
you can choose to take care of them, however we will not provide you with any supplies and we will not take care of
the child at all (we will intervene if necessary), so you should make sure you have a plan if you choose to raise them.

You can use pretty much any super power-related CYOA for Powers/Powers+. Basically, as long as the options are
something that allow you to do something you wouldn't normally be able to do, it counts (think of those old MS paint
CYOAs from /b/ or the Gods one in the form of a D&D alignment chart). You can also choose powers that people
have from television, animation, movies, books, games, etc.

Shout out to the awesome anons that made the original Sissy Life CYOAs. They're pretty cool people.

Special thanks to the anon that provided me with the 3+ page PDFs of ideas, and to the countless anons that gave
me ideas for this.

The Exalted DLC is an official unofficial DLC for Slut Life.  It  should be considered a separate CYOA when
playing, as it may not be fully compatible with some or all of the options listed here.

Please give suggestions/ideas for options if you have any. If you suggest something and you don't see it here, I just
probably haven't implemented it yet.

The originals can be found at https://archive.loveisover.me/d/thread/5944186/ [NSFW] (among other places).

World Background
This  section  is  for  completely useless  flavor  text  about  the  world  where  Slut  Life  takes  place.  The information
provided here has no direct effect on the show (except for the length of day).

For technological purposes, the year upon starting is 2160. Technologically speaking, Earth is still  behind, but
Kepler-186f (the planet  you're  on)  is  quite  advanced (probably because of  Ayy Lmaos).  Amaze your friends by
getting the hoverboard and taking it back to Earth with you!

People can come to Kepler-186f and leave to Earth as they please. It's quite a common place to vacation.

One day on Kepler-186f is 32 hours, whereas a normal Earth day is only 24. The number of days in a month and a
year is the same as on Earth.

Many virtual worlds exist. Most (if not all) TV shows, movies, video games, etc. from around the universe in the
past 120 or so years have a virtual world, be it single player (usually for TV shows/movies) or multiplayer (mainly
the video game side). In addition, all worlds are designed in a way that, even if you don't follow the "correct" route,
you can still get a favorable (or not) outcome, even if the original creator(s) never intended for it to happen that way
(tl;dr it's fully adaptive based on your actions).

The "secret society" mentioned in the reward of the same name is some kind of fucked up but somehow functional
cross  between  all  those  meme  organizations  (Illuminati,  Bilderburg,  Freemasons,  etc.),  various  three/four-letter
agencies  (NSA,  CIA,  etc.),  various  non-existant  (so  far)  organizations  (Galactic  Empire,  Federation,  etc.),  and
probably other things. In terms of D&D alignments, it would be chaotic neutral overall, with occasional lean towards
true or lawful neutral or even lawful evil, depending on circumstances.
Also note that being a "member" doesn't necessarily mean you get to make decisions; it just guarantees that you'll be
"exempt" from the effects of certain decisions. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on what you want), most of
their time is spent infighting/shitposting, so they're pretty much a non-issue. However, if you were to potentially find
a way to gain power in the organazition, you could potentially control a lot.

The need for formal education has been all but eliminated by technology. Anyone can learn the equivalent of three
years' worth of information on a subject in just four months. Because of this, the age of adulthood is 10, since a
person can learn the "basics" in five years.

While  AIs  with  their  own  will  can  enter  almost  any  device  with  some  kind  of  external  connection,  certain
restrictions do apply. For example, AIs can only enter a person's cybernetic brain if they are the owner (and the owner
actually allows them to) or if they are considered "trusted" by that person. They also cannot enter certain "critical
systems" such as power control systems, WMD control systems, or medical systems. On the other hand, most systems
do not have perfect security, and the device's security could potentially be bypassed, which is obviously illegal. The
only public systems that cannot be entered by an unauthenticated AI are cybernetic brains (and other AI programs),
and the only reason for this is that they are programmed to destroy any unauthenticated or unauthorized code to
prevent outside access. At the same time, since an AI would only be able to access non-owner devices with its own
will, they would be aware of this fact and it would be basically impossible to convice them to otherwise.

v.2.2.5 -> v3.0.0

-New version with images

-Now with 500% more references because images

-Added tight space to sensory deprivation



-Added mechanical underwear to double dildo underwear

-Heterochromia: -5 -> -1

-Semen (food bonus): +5 -> +3

-Added sweet to semen (food bonus)

-Dessert (food bonus): -5 -> -3

-Drink bar (food bonus): -5 -> -3

-Added forced impregnation punishment

===things from idea anon

-Removed room service

-Moved maid to roommates

-Maid (roommate): -10 -> -15

-Removed timeless from significant other (redundant, use body mod section)

-Added extended functionality to custom sexbot

-Increased roommate limit to seven

-Added preferred size to easy pregnancy

-Added own will to personal ai

-Added nightly attraction to sleep in bondage

-Added absolute obedience to advanced mind control

-Added edging and prohibition to climax control

-Increased cost of chip removal for climax control if you take prohibition

-Moved sleepless from tentacles to sleep in bondage

-Added viewer controlled several more punishments

-Added sleep control

-Added baby-bot

-Added forbidden contraception

-Added missing restriction to cybernetic limbs

-Added healthy babies body mod

===end things from idea anon

-Loadsamoney (rewards): -50 -> -40

-Powers (rewards): -30 -> -50

-Added missing restriction to powers reward

-Moved owner control to parent option for vibrator punishment

-Removed only one restriction on vibrators everywhere

-Moved viewer controlled up one level

-Split optimized digestion into two parts

-Added option to start at your own body

-Changed Older siblings to be more general

-Removed futa sisters option from older siblings (use bodymod)

v.3.0.0 -> v.3.0.1

-Completely redid most credit counts for bodymods

-Split optimized digestion

-Merged double dildo underwear with buttplug

-line 500 of my master changelog file lol

-Added plugs only suboption to double dildo underwear

-Changed diapers punishment so you can take them without restriction

-Added owner remote control clause to mechanical underwear

-Added viewer controlled upgrade to mechanical underwear

-fixed some spelling mistakes/style fuckups/transposed characters/missing words

-Added personal dj entertainment

-Removed baseline body

-Removed special interactions - it was just stupid flavor text and memes that I never updated since I added them

-Removed age restrictions from most jobs - Idol, Office lolita, and Magical girl keep them as they're required

for the jobs to make sense

-Removed all school-related jobs

-Removed School life time adjustment

-Added shitty flavor text reguarding education to justify the previous two edits (see world background)

-Added mad scientist owner

-Modified owner job slightly

-Added contract rapist job

-Added party planner job

-Added professional cheerleader job

-Prison cell: -10 -> -5

-Apartment: -15 -> -10

-Added deluxe apartment to apartment, moved all upgrades to under deluxe apartment (same total price as original

apartment)

-Combined clothing, health/hygiene, and food into one section

-Combined shared amenities with housing

-Combined roommates and neighbors into one section

-Added corset piercing punishment

-Added music hijack punishment

-Added hotel room housing

-Removed unrestricted shopping (no limits on what you can buy)

-Cleaned up jobs section intro; added clarification on how money works with things you can buy with credits

-Changed education to 1 topic/3 months; -5 -> -2

-Added clause about traps (see top of bodymod section)

-Normalized restriction grammar (e.g. "Cannot be bought without"/"Can only be bought if you have" -> "Requires")

-Added combination option to fast food

-Added tight fit to flexible holes

-Added easy fit to flexible holes

-Made open cervix seperate option

-Added android to do the evolution

-Added easy drainage body mod



-Added reloader body mod

-Changed information/restrictions to oblique instead of italic (looks better, uses marginally less space)

-Added lifelong learning to education

-New home: +30 -> +40

-Allow player to take new home with ss membership if they want (including the two rewards)

-Added clarification to prosthetics

-Renamed timeless ii to infinite telomeres

-Added breast expansion punishment

-Added blurb about roommates being able to control owner controlled options and vice versa

-Changed manual controls to during the show

-Rearranged some upgrades for climax control

-Added public transportation to outside

-Added mechanical tentacles entertainment

-Personal library: -15 -> -10

-Made machines seperate option

-Renamed machines (entertainment) to fucking machines

-Added psychic owner

-Probably various credit changes that I forgot to put

-All experimental drugs: -10 -> -25

-Vidya: -5 -> -15

v.3.0.1 -> v.3.0.2

-forgot the credits awarded for base body changes lol also i got double dubs with satanic trips >>/tg/45533666

v.3.0.2 -> v.3.0.3

-Vidya: -15 -> -10

-Added missing time frame and amount for random breast expansion

-Increased costs of various entertainment options

-Removed nudist from outside (it was a pointless waste of credits)

-Changed how money from jobs works (purchasable option)

-Added more time upgrade to Long play

-Added neighbors

-Added ability to have neighbors as roommates

-Modified contestant owner to allow certain types of roommates as owners

-Added force feeding food upgrade

-Minor flavor text change for computer

-Added world projector entertainment

-Added part time upgrade to jobs (except owner)

-Added "Was it all a dream?" reward

-Minor flavor text change for mind upload reward

-Added telepathy bodymod

-Added telepathy to android's cost

-Added tail upgrade to android

-Minor flavor text change for cybernetic brain

-Allow purchasing personal ai with a cybernetic brain

-Added ~1KB of flavor text about AIs with their own will to world background

-Made it (hopefully) more clear that you can make body mods to your roommates unless they're an owner or neighbor

-Minor flavor text change for contestant roommate

-Clothing printer: -10 -> -40

-Personal stylist: -12 -> -15

-Most clothing options: >-1 -> -1

-Added spreader bar punishment

-Added bondage mittens punishment

-Arm binder: -15 -> -20

-Renamed Clothing printer to Clothing replicator

-Minor flavor text change for Clothing replicator

-Added Food replicator

-Changed "start year" from 2060 to 2160 in response to my bullshit about AIs, among other reasons

-Added some modules to the cell phone

-MP3 player: -5 -> -3

-All experimental drugs: -25 -> -10

-Lifetime supply drug upgrade: -5 -> -10

-Mandatory injection drug upgrade: +5 -> +20

-Permanence drug upgrade: +10 -> +20

-High concentration drug upgrade: +5 -> +10

-Minor flavor text change for Workstation

-Minor flavor text change for VR headset

-Extended spanking: -1 -> -3

-Added laxative punishment (opposite of diuretic)

-Added origin bonuses -- maybe more later if i can think of any

-Added no sleep upgrade to reduced sleep

-Reduced sleep: -5 -> -3


